FS-3700 Touchscreen ECR
Comprehensive, Flexible and Sophisticated
POS Functionality

TEC FS-3700

R4 Touch Screen ECR

The most
ost comprehens
comprehensive, flexible and sophisticated ECR available today. The
FS-3700 is a true Point-of-Sale terminal with an embedded GUI operating
system for the added reliability of a traditional cash register. A product for
various restaurant types including quick service, casual and white table cloth
dining establishments, coffee shops and cafeterias.

Easy to use cash register concept, delivering
true POS functionality.

Each restaurant is unique, so why shouldn’t the POS
system be designed to compliment that distinctiveness?
With the FS-3700, flexibility is the key attribute of this
well-designed product. With the ability to easily create
customized screens, menu item definitions and other
critical details, the FS-3700 will undoubtedly meet the
needs of the individual restaurant operator.

FS-3700 System Features
Embedded GUI Operating System
No hard drive required
No single point of failure
Complete terminal redundancy

Expandable
Backroom PC
Kitchen Video
Order Confirmation Board
Integrated Credit Authorization
Coin Dispenser
UPC Scanner
Scale
Liquor Dispenser

Operations - Quick Service
The FS-3700 is an innovative combination of POS functionality
and electronic cash register reliability for the quick service
establishment.
Combo meal recognition
Dual drive-thru mode
On-the-fly printing options
Assign name or phone number for to-go orders
Store customer street address with guest check
Optional kitchen video system
Coin dispenser and order confirmation interface
Foreign currency transactions
All company and/or product names are trademarks
and/or registered trademarks of their respective owners.
All features and specifications described on this brochure
are subject to change without notice.

Smart Design
The advanced design of the FS-3700 is stylish and
functional. The compact and
streamlined cabinetry
hides unsightly cable
connections and tucks
them neatly underneath
the base of the unit where
they need to be. The low
profile design provides an
unobstructed view of the
customer and frees valuable counter space.

Operations - Table Service
Table Service establishments can equally benefit from this
powerful and feature rich system
On-screen table management
Easy separate check features
Meal periods with auto menu price level changes
Custom kitchen messages
Assign customer name to bar tabs
Combine check functions
Auto gratuity by guest count
Priority sorting for kitchen printers

Management Control
The FS-3700 provides a list of comprehensive reports
available at each station that is beyond what you would
expect from other products in its class. In addition, the
FS-3700 can be expanded to provide establishments with
backroom software to further streamline restaurant
operations by providing enhanced reporting and system
management.

Specifications
12.1" Color LCD Touch Panel
Two Serial Ports
One Parallel Port
USB Ports
Standard TCP/IP Network
Communications
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I-Button Port
Cash Drawer
External VGA Monitor Port
External PC Keyboard Port
Optional Integrated Mag Card Reader
Optional Integrated two-line display
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